Our fluid-applied products are engineered to easily cover irregular surfaces where peel-and-stick or fabric reinforced products are often cumbersome and, in some cases, nearly impossible to install correctly.

**ALWAYS FITS**

FastFlash is the only fluid-applied flashing material on the market that’s been independently proven to perform for 10+ years. Visit prosoco.com/10years.

**PROVEN**

Our R-Guard products can be applied to damp substrates and rained on immediately -- taking rain out of the equation and out of your construction schedule.

**BONDS TO DAMP SURFACES**

Our products perform to such a high standard that they are continuously selected for some of the world’s most high-performing, energy-efficient buildings like the Bullitt Center.

**HIGH.PerformING**

Many R-Guard products are phthalate-free and VOC-compliant, giving them the green light for use on the most stringent environmental projects on the planet.

**PROMOTES COMFORT & HEALTH**

Forget peel-and-stick if you don’t want to waste time and money. The fluid-applied R-Guard system is proven to install 34% faster than traditional peel-and-sticks.

**INSTALLS FAST**
**ACCESSORY PRODUCTS**

**Joint & Seam Filler**
Fiber reinforced fill coat and seam treatment
Easy application gun-and-spread Joint & Seam Filler speeds preparation of sheathing seams and rough openings by eliminating the need for joint reinforcing tapes.

**FastFlash**
Liquid-applied flashing membrane
Instantly waterproof, this liquid flashing membrane for rough openings allows same-day installation of windows, doors and other wall-assembly, waterproofing or air barrier components. Available in gun-grade and roller-grade versions.

**AirDam**
Interior air and weather barrier sealant for windows and doors
AirDam keeps moist outside air out and conditioned indoor air from leaking around window and door assemblies. Long lasting AirDam is easily applied with standard caulking tools.

**Cat 5**
Air and waterproof barrier
This primary air and waterproof barrier stops water and air penetration of building envelopes in mild conditions to the drenching rains and 155 mph winds of a Category 5 hurricane.

**Cat 5 Rain Screen**
Air and waterproof barrier
This primary air and waterproof barrier stops water and air penetration of building envelopes in mild conditions to the drenching rains and 155 mph winds of a Category 5 hurricane.

**Spray Wrap MVP**
Fluid-applied air & water-resistant barrier
SprayWrap MVP is a fluid-applied air and water-resistant barrier that stops air and water leakage in cavity wall, masonry veneer construction, as well as in stucco, EIFS and most other building wall assemblies. Once sprayed or rolled on the substrate, Spray Wrap MVP quickly dries into a rubberized, highly durable, water-resistant, vapor-permeable membrane.

**VB**
Fluid-applied air & water-resistant barrier and water vapor barrier
R-Guard VB performs the function of both a vapor barrier and an air/water resistive barrier. Spraygrade R-Guard VB is ideal for special construct types that require protection from the passage of air, liquid water and water vapor.

**PorousPrep**
Water-based sealer for raw gypsum board edges
R-Guard PorousPrep (formerly known as GypPrime) seals the cut edges of gypsum wall boards. The sealed edge makes a perfect surface for easy application of R-Guard Joint & Seam Filler or R-Guard FastFlash. PorousPrep brushes on easily and efficiently, and its glue-like viscosity reduces rundown and potential for spills. PorousPrep usually dries in less than 30 minutes. Use R-Guard PorousPrep as part of a continuous building-wide air barrier system, or to complement conventional waterproofing or air barrier components.

**SS ThruWall**
Durable, flexible transition material
R-Guard SS ThruWall, stainless steel fabric flashing, is available in two forms – one for standard use and one for coastal regions – each of which is bonded on one side to a layer of polymeric fabric. SS ThruWall is designed for use with cavity wall and masonry veneer thru wall flashing applications, and it’s compatible with PROSOCO R-Guard building envelope products. Use SS ThruWall as part of a building-wide R-Guard air barrier system.

**SureSpan EX**
Provides continuous transition and bridging to existing air barrier materials
R-Guard SureSpan EX is a flexible, durable silicone material designed to help create flexible and durable transitions between various types of air and vapor barriers and the curtainwall, storefront, or window being installed. SureSpan EX provides a continuous bridge between the window and/or curtainwall openings and the adjacent air and vapor barrier materials. SureSpan EX is designed for high movement, dynamic joints which are too large to be spanned by R-Guard Joint & Seam Filler or R-Guard FastFlash.

**EMERGENCY WaterStop**
Waterproof sealant and adhesive for emergency repairs
EMERGENCY WaterStop seals and bonds most construction materials wet or dry – even submerged. Use for drying-in buildings damaged by active water leaks, and leak repair jobs everywhere.

**ROUGH OPENINGS & TRANSITIONS**

**PRIMARY AIR BARRIERS**

**FOR AN ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDING ENVELOPE**
YOU DON’T GET TO CHOOSE WHERE THE JOBS ARE...

So we come to you.
Our nationwide network of field reps and technical advisers from coast to coast are at the ready to help solve your biggest problems, your smallest problems and everything in between.